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Abstract

In Preference-based Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization, the decision maker is looking for alternative solutions in a limited
area of the objective space. In this area, which is of special interest to the decision maker, the goal is to find a diverse, but locally
focused non-dominated front. The preference information allows to focus the optimization efforts on this most relevant part of
the Pareto-front, and thereby achieve a better optimization result. Simulation-based optimization is often used to model stochastic
systems, and a popular method of handling their objective noise is Dynamic Resampling. The given preference information allows
for better Dynamic Resampling strategies to be defined, which further improve the optimization result. In our previous work,
we proposed hybrid Dynamic Resampling strategies that base their sampling allocation on multiple resampling criteria. These
criteria can be, for example, the elapsed optimization time, the Pareto-rank of a solution, or its distance to the decision maker’s
area of interest. In this article, the standard error of the mean objective values of solutions is introduced as a resampling criterion
for multi-objective optimization, and several variance-based, hybrid Dynamic Resampling algorithms are proposed and compared
with results of non-variance-based Dynamic Resampling algorithms, presented by the authors in [20, 21, 22]. For this purpose, a
multi-objective extension of the Standard Error Dynamic Resampling algorithm [11] is proposed. The new variance-based hybrid
Dynamic Resampling strategies are evaluated together with the Reference point-guided NSGA-II optimization algorithm (R-NSGA-
II) on variants of a multi-objective benchmark function with stochastic objectives. The noise strength of these new multi-objective
benchmark problems varies throughout the objective space; a function property called Noise Landscape. The algorithm performance
is evaluated on noise landscapes with different types of challenges.

Keywords:
Evolutionary multi-objective optimization, simulation-based optimization, decision support, guided search, preference-based
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1. Introduction

The goal of Preference-based Evolutionary Multi-objective
Optimization is to provide the decision maker with a set of al-
ternative solutions within a limited area of the objective space.
If the optimization problem is a simulation of a practical, real-
world optimization problem, the number of solution evaluations
is usually limited [14]. Preference-based optimization allows to
find a better result set of solutions in the preferred area within
the available optimization time. In this way, a Preference-based
EMO algorithm can find a non-dominated front which is closer
to the true Pareto-front within the preferred area than the re-
sult front that can be attained by an algorithm which explores
the whole Pareto-front. As a second goal, in order to provide
the decision maker with a solution set which are genuine al-
ternatives, Preference-based EMO needs to preserve a certain

amount of diversity in the result population. Multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms that can perform guided search with
preference information are, for example, the R-NSGA-II algo-
rithm [9], Visual Steering [23], and interactive EMO based on
progressively approximated value functions [8].

Besides limited optimization time, Simulation-based Opti-
mization entails the challenge of handling noisy objective func-
tions [1, 2, 25, 13]. To obtain an as realistic as possible simu-
lation of the system behavior, stochastic system characteristics
are often built into the simulation models. When running the
stochastic simulation, this expresses itself in deviating result
values. Therefore, if the simulation is run multiple times for a
certain system configuration, the result value is slightly differ-
ent for each simulation run.

If an evolutionary optimization algorithm is run without noise
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handling on a stochastic simulation optimization problem, the
performance will degrade in comparison with the case if the
true mean objective values would be known. The algorithm will
have wrong knowledge about the solutions’ quality. Two cases
of misjudgment will occur. The algorithm will perceive bad so-
lutions as good and select them into the next generation (Type II
error). Good solutions might be assessed as inferior and might
be discarded (Type I error). The performance can therefore be
improved by increasing the knowledge of the algorithm about
the solution quality.

Resampling is a way to reduce the uncertainty about objec-
tive values of solutions. Resampling algorithms evaluate solu-
tions several times to obtain an approximation of the expected
objective values. This allows EMO algorithms to make bet-
ter selection decisions, but it comes with a cost. As the mod-
eled systems are usually complex, they require long simula-
tion times, which limits the number of available solution eval-
uations. The additional solution evaluations needed to reduce
uncertainty of objective values are therefore not available for
exploration of the objective space. This exploration vs. ex-
ploitation trade-off can be optimized, since the required knowl-
edge about objective values varies between solutions. For ex-
ample, in a dense, converged population which often occurs in
Preference-based EMO, it is important to know the objective
values well, whereas an algorithm which is about to explore the
objective space is not harmed much by noisy objective values.
Therefore, a resampling strategy which samples the solutions
carefully according to their resampling need, can help an EMO
algorithm to achieve better results than a static resampling al-
location. Such a strategy is called Dynamic Resampling, DR.
In this article we propose new Dynamic Resampling strategies
for Preference-based EMO. They are evaluated together with
the Preference-based EMO algorithm Reference point-guided
Non-domination Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II optimization al-
gorithm (R-NSGA-II) [9], which uses reference points speci-
fied by the decision maker to guide the population towards the
preferred area in the objective space.

The resampling need varies between solutions and can be
calculated in many different ways [22]. One approach is to as-
sign more samples to solutions close to the Pareto-front. Since
in real-world problems, the Pareto-front is not known, this can
be achieved approximatively by assigning more samples to so-
lutions as the optimization time progresses. Another approxi-
mation strategy is to assign more samples to solutions that dom-
inate more other solutions, or are dominated by fewer other so-
lutions, respectively. This is done by, for example, Confidence-
based Dynamic Resampling and the MOPSA-EA algorithm [24],
or Rank-based Dynamic Resampling [20, 21, 22]. In our case,
when preference information is available, increased sampling
budget can be assigned to solutions close to a preferred area
(i.e. in this article close to a R-NSGA-II reference point). This
valuable information allows for DR algorithm with better per-
formance to be designed. DR algorithms which use distance
as a resampling criterion, i.e. the DDR algorithm [20, 21, 22],
and Progress-based DR algorithms [21, 22] perform better than
DR algorithm which do not have the distance information avail-
able. The second important approach is to assign samples in

order to compare the objective values of solutions. EMO algo-
rithms have a selection operator which determines if solutions
will be part of the next population or be discarded. This ap-
proach is used by the MOPSA-EA algorithm [24] which com-
pares pairs of solutions using Confidence-based DR (CDR) or
the MOCBA and EA approach [4] (Multi-objective Optimal
Computing Budget Allocation), which compares sets of solu-
tions. CDR and MOCBA show promising results, but they have
the disadvantage of limited applicability to only special types of
Evolutionary Algorithms. CDR is limited to steady state EAs
and MOCBA requires an EA with high elitism. Other exam-
ples for DR algorithms which have limited applicability, due
to direct integration with a certain EA, were proposed [12] and
[19]. The mentioned algorithms, except for MOPSA-EA/CDR,
do not consider the limited sampling budget as in our situation.

A sampling allocation strategy which compares solutions is
required to consider the objective variance as a resampling cri-
terion, which is done by CDR and MOCBA. In our previous
publications, the variance criterion was not used. However, we
consider it to be valuable information about solutions, which
can be used to create better DR algorithms, generally applica-
ble to any EMO algorithm, and Preference-based EMO algo-
rithms in particular. Therefore, in this article, we focus on Dy-
namic Resampling algorithms which use the objective variance
as a resampling criterion, and evaluate them together with the
Preference-based EMO algorithm R-NSGA-II.

The resampling need varies between solutions. Solutions
with a high objective variance need more evaluations to achieve
a certain accuracy level. A Dynamic Resampling algorithm for
single-objective optimization problems that applies this strategy
is the Standard Error Dynamic Resampling (SEDR) algorithm
[11, 10]. It uses a single resampling criterion, which is the stan-
dard error of the mean of the optimization objective. This crite-
rion can be used to create new variance-based DR algorithms.
Its simplicity allows to combine it with other resampling cri-
teria and to design new promising hybrid variance-based DR
algorithms.

In this article, we propose a multi-objective extension of
SEDR, and control the accuracy level of SEDR by other resam-
pling criteria. This allows for generally applicable, variance-
based DR algorithms to be designed. In addition, the simplicity
of the standard error criterion reduces the implementation ef-
fort of the DR algorithms, which is higher for OCBA-based DR
algorithms [3, 15, 16, 4].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides back-
ground information to Dynamic Resampling and an introduc-
tion to the R-NSGA-II algorithm. Furthermore, different re-
sampling techniques for EMO and for Preference-based EMO
are reviewed. A multi-objective variant of the Standard Error
Dynamic Resampling algorithm (SEDR) is proposed in Section
3. On this basis, Section 4 presents several hybrid MO-SEDR
variants, using general and preference-related resampling cri-
teria. Section 5 introduces benchmark problems with variable
noise landscape, which are used for evaluating the proposed re-
sampling algorithms. In Section 6, numerical experiments on
benchmark functions are performed and evaluated with perfor-
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Figure 1: R-NSGA-II selection step

mance metrics for preference-based multi-objective optimiza-
tion. In Section 7, conclusions are drawn and possible future
work is pointed out.

2. Background

2.1. R-NSGA-II algorithm
The R-NSGA-II algorithm was proposed in [9] and is based

on the NSGA-II algorithm [6]. NSGA-II is a population-based
evolutionary algorithm for optimization problems with multiple
objectives. In the selection step NSGA-II sorts the population
and offspring into multiple fronts and selects front by front into
the next population as long as the fronts can be selected as a
whole. If the next front can only be selected partially NSGA-II
uses a clustering method called Crowding Distance to deter-
mine which solutions of the front shall be selected, in a way
that increases population diversity. The parental selection for
offspring generation follows this fitness hierarchy. R-NSGA-II
replaces the secondary fitness criterion Crowding Distance by
the distance to user-specified reference point(s), which helps
the EA to focus on a preferred region instead. However, in
order to not lose all diversity, a clustering mechanism with a
minimum objective vector distance ε is used. The R-NSGA-II
selection step is depicted in Figure 1. The same fitness hierar-
chy, i.e., dominance first, then reference point distance, is used
for parental selection.

2.2. Noise compensation by Sequential
Dynamic Resampling

To be able to assess the quality of a solution according to
a stochastic evaluation function, statistical measures like sam-
ple mean and sample standard deviation can be used. By ex-
ecuting the simulation model multiple times, a more accurate
value of the solution quality can be obtained. This process
is called resampling. We denote the sample mean value of
objective function Fi and solution s as follows: µn(Fi(s)) =
1
n
∑n

j=1 F j
i (s), i = 1 . . .H, where F j

i (s) is the j-th sample of
s, and the sample variance of objective function i: σ2

n(Fi(s)) =
1

n−1
∑n

j=1 (F j
i (s) − µn(Fi(s)))2. The performance degradation evo-

lutionary algorithms experience caused by the stochastic evalu-
ation functions can be compensated partly through resampling.

However, a price has to be paid for the knowledge gain through
resampling and the resulting performance gain of the optimiza-
tion. In a scenario with limited simulation time the use of
resampling will reduce the total number of solutions that can
be evaluated. Thereby, the search space cannot be explored as
much as when each solution is evaluated only once. A trade-off

situation arises between sampling each solution several times
and sampling different solutions in the search space.

In many cases, resampling is implemented as a Static Re-
sampling scheme. This means that all solutions are sampled
an equal, fixed number of times. The need for resampling,
however, is often not homogeneously distributed throughout the
search space. Solutions with a smaller variance in their objec-
tive values will require less samples than solutions with a higher
objective variance. Solutions closer to the Pareto-front or pre-
ferred areas in the objective space require more samples. In
order to sample each solution the required number of times, dy-
namic resampling techniques are used, which are described in
the following section.

2.2.1. Dynamic Resampling
Dynamic Resampling allocates a different sampling budget

to each solution, based on the evaluation characteristics of the
solution. The general goal of resampling a stochastic objec-
tive function is to reduce the standard deviation of the mean
of an objective value σn(µn(Fi(s))), which increases the knowl-
edge about the objective value. A required level of knowledge
about the solutions can be specified. For each solution a differ-
ent number of samples is needed to reach the required knowl-
edge level. Resampling can be performed dynamically in the
way that each solution is allocated exactly the required number
of samples, up to an upper bound. In comparison with Static
Resampling, Dynamic Resampling can save sampling budget
that can be used to evaluate more solutions and to run more
generations of an evolutionary algorithm instead [20].

With only a limited number of samples available, the stan-
dard deviation of the mean can be estimated by the sample stan-
dard deviation of the mean, which usually is called standard
error of the mean. It is calculated as follows [11]:

sen
i (µn(Fi(s))) =

σn(Fi(s))
√

n
. (1)

By increasing the number of samples n of Fi(s) the standard
deviation of the mean is reduced. However, for the standard
error of the mean this is not guaranteed, since the standard de-
viation estimate σn(Fi(s)) can be corrected to a higher value
by drawing new samples of it. Yet, the probability of reducing
the sample mean by sampling s increases asymptotically as the
number of samples is increased.

2.2.2. Sequential Dynamic Resampling
An intuitive dynamic resampling procedure would be to re-

duce the standard error until it drops below a certain user-defined
threshold sen(s) := sen(µn(F(s))) < seth. The required sampling
budget for the reduction can be calculated as in Equation 2.
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n(s) >
(
σn(Fi(s))

seth

)2

. (2)

However, since the sample mean changes as new samples
are added, this one-shot sampling allocation might not be opti-
mal. The number of fitness samples drawn might be too small
for reaching the error threshold, in case the sample mean has
shown to be larger than the initial estimate. On the other hand,
a one-shot strategy might add too many samples, if the initial
estimate of the sample mean was too big. Therefore Dynamic
Resampling is often done sequentially. For Sequential Dynamic
Resampling often the shorter term Sequential Sampling is used.
A Sequential Dynamic Resampling algorithm which uses the
sen(s) < seth termination criterion is Standard Error Dynamic
Resampling, SEDR proposed in [11].

Sequential Sampling adds a fixed number of samples at a
time. After an initial estimate of the sample mean and calcu-
lation of the required samples it is checked if the knowledge
about the solution is sufficient. If needed, another fixed num-
ber of samples is drawn and the number of required samples is
recalculated. This is repeated as long as no additional sample
needs to be added. The basic pattern of a sequential sampling
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Through this sequential
approach, the number of required samples can be determined
more accurately than with a one-shot approach. It guarantees to
sample the solution sufficiently often, and can reduce the num-
ber of excess samples.

Algorithm 1 Basic sequential sampling algorithm pattern
1: Draw bmin initial samples of the fitness of solution s, F(s).
2: Calculate mean of the available fitness samples for each of

the H objectives: µn(Fi(s)) = 1
n
∑n

j=1 F j
i (s), i = 1, . . . ,H.

3: Calculate objective sample standard deviation
with available fitness samples: σn(Fi(s)) =√

1
n−1

∑n
j=1(F j

i (s) − µn(Fi(s)))2, i = 1, . . . ,H
4: Evaluate termination condition based on µn(Fi(s)) and
σn(Fi(s)), i = 1, . . . ,H.

5: Stop if termination condition is satisfied or if the maximum
number of samples is reached; Otherwise sample the fitness
of s another k times and go to step 2.

2.3. Resampling Algorithms

In this section Dynamic Resampling algorithms are reviewed
as a reference for the multi-objective SEDR algorithm proposed
in this paper. The new DR algorithms and their variants will be
compared with the algorithms of this section and new hybrid
DR algorithm variants will be created which use the same re-
sampling criteria as the DR algorithms of this section.

2.3.1. Generally applicable resampling algorithms
In this section resampling algorithms from the literature are

described which do not rely on an external preference-information
of the decision maker. However, they can be applied both on
MOO algorithms which explore the Pareto-front and algorithms

which explore a preferred part of the Pareto-front. In this paper,
the multi-objective extension of SEDR given in Section 3.1 will
be compared with these resampling algorithms.

Static Resampling. Static Resampling assigns the same fixed
number of samples to all solutions involved in an optimization
run. It is popular among optimization practitioners since it re-
quires a relatively small implementation effort. The disadvan-
tage is that accurate knowledge of the objective vectors is not
needed for all solutions: Not all solutions have objective val-
ues with high variability, and in the beginning of an optimiza-
tion run the benefit of accurate values usually does not justify
their cost. The degenerated form of Static Resampling with
only one sample per solution achieves competitive results [21],
since the optimization has more solutions available for explor-
ing the search space. But with the exception of this special case,
Static Resampling is inferior to many Dynamic Resampling al-
gorithms.

Time-based Dynamic Resampling. Time-based DR [20] is a
generally applicable dynamic resampling algorithm which can
be used on any optimization algorithm. It assumes that the need
for accurate knowledge of objective values increases towards
the end of the optimization run. Time-based DR makes only
one sampling decision for each solution (one-shot allocation)
according to the elapsed time. However, if a solution survives
into the next generation of an evolutionary algorithm the deci-
sion is made again.

Rank-based Dynamic Resampling. Rank-based DR [20] is a
dynamic resampling algorithm which can be used on any multi-
objective optimization algorithm. It measures the level of non-
dominance of a solution and assigns more samples to solutions
with lower Pareto-rank. It can have a parameter allowing only
the solutions with a Pareto-rank of n or less to be allocated ad-
ditional samples (RankMaxN-based DR) [21]. Rank-based DR
can be used in a hybrid version as Rank-Time-based DR [21].
Rank-based Dynamic Resampling shows good results on the
(R-)NSGA-II algorithm which is expected since the dominance
relation is its dominant fitness measure. Since after each added
sample, the dominance relations in the population of an MOO
algorithm changes Rank-based DR is performed sequentially.

The normalized rank-based resampling need of RankMaxN-
Time-based Dynamic Resampling, xRnT

s , is calculated as in Equa-
tion 3, where B is the maximum overall number of simulation
runs, Bt the current overall number of simulation runs, BF the
final samples for the last population, and a > 0 and b > 0
the acceleration parameters for the increase of the time-based
and rank-based sampling need. n is the maximum considered
Pareto-rank. Only solutions with Pareto-rank n or less are con-
sidered for allocating additional samples. Furthermore, S is
the solution set of current population and offspring, Rs is the
Pareto-rank of solution s in S , and Rmax = maxs∈S Rs.

xRnT
s = min

min
{

1,
Bt

B − BF

}a

, 1 −
(

min{n,Rs} − 1
min{n,Rmax} − 1

)b
 (3)
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Standard Error Dynamic Resampling. The SEDR resampling
algorithm assigns the number of samples to a solution based
on its objective variance, for each solution individually. It was
proposed in [11], as a single-objective DR algorithm. Here, a
multi-objective version is proposed in Section 3.1. SEDR con-
tinuously adds samples to a solution until the standard error of
the mean falls below a user-defined threshold sen(s) < seth, as
in Equation 1.

SEDR is performed as a sequential sampling algorithm, i.e.
after each k samples the termination condition sen

i (s) < seth is
evaluated again. If the termination condition is not satisfied,
additional k samples are added to the solution. SEDR shares a
disadvantage of all resampling algorithms that use the standard
deviation: At least 2 samples are required to make an allocation
decision. This can lead to samples spent unnecessarily in the
beginning of the optimization runtime, where SEDR is inferior
to for example Time-based DR.

2.3.2. Preference-based resampling algorithms
The DR algorithms in this section use preference informa-

tion specified by a decision maker to define their sampling al-
location. In this paper, the preference information is specified
as reference points in the objective space for R-NSGA-II. These
resampling algorithms are described here, since we propose hy-
brid extensions of SEDR which are based on and build in the
same way as the algorithms below.

Progress-based Dynamic Resampling. Progress-based DR is
described in [21]. Its premise is that if the R-NSGA-II popula-
tion progress towards a reference point slows down the popula-
tion members are concentrated in a small area. In this situation
the algorithm will benefit from accurate knowledge about the
objective vectors. The disadvantage of this strategy becomes
apparent in a situation of premature convergence. If a popu-
lation based optimization algorithm gets stuck in a local opti-
mum, it has been shown that more objective uncertainty, and
not less, can be helpful to escape the local optimum.

Distance-based Dynamic Resampling, DDR. DDR was pro-
posed in [20] and it assigns samples to a solution based on its
distance to a reference point. Since a reference point in the
objective space can be unattainable by the optimization, the hy-
brid DDR algorithm combines the distance allocation with a
progress measure. Such infeasible reference points are com-
mon, since the decision maker usually will pick a reference
point out of an optimistic area in the objective space. There-
fore, if the optimization convergence slows down, the progress
measure will indicate that the best attainable solutions with the
closest distance to the reference point have been found and the
sampling allocation is increased to bmax for those solutions. In
addition, DDR also considers the elapsed optimization time, in
order to handle situations of premature convergence in a local
Pareto-front where the progress measure causes unwanted high
number of samples [20], or if a satisfying convergence never is
achieved during the optimization runtime.

Distance-Rank-based Dynamic Resampling, DR2. DR2 was pro-
posed in [21] and it combines Distance-based DR and Rank-
based DR [20]. Since DDR is involved, DR2 is a preference-
based DR algorithm. Due to the promising results of Rank-
Time-based DR in [21] we combined the rank criterion with
the distance resampling criterion and were able to show its su-
periority for complex optimization problems.

3. Multi-objective Standard Error Dynamic Resampling

In [11] different SEDR variants were presented that use an
objective standard error of the mean threshold as a termination
criterion for resampling. For multi-objective optimization algo-
rithms an extension is needed which we propose and describe
in the following section and refer to as MO-SEDR.

3.1. Multi-objective extension

In order to formulate the termination criterion in Equation 1
for multiple objectives we calculate an aggregation of the stan-
dard error of the mean of all objectives [20] and push it below
the threshold seth. We propose to use the maximum standard
error of all objective values.

sen(s) := max
i

sen
i (s) < seth. (4)

By using the maximum of all sen
i (s), i = 1 . . .H, we guarantee

that the termination criterion in Equation 1 is satisfied for all
objectives.

3.2. Hybrid sampling control

In order to improve MO-SEDR, the sampling need can be
made dependent to additional criteria, apart from the sen(s).
Thereby, algorithm variants with hybrid Dynamic Resampling
can be defined. These additional criteria can be, for example,
the elapsed time, the degree of (non-) domination, or distance
and progress to a reference point in the case of Preference-based
EMO. As mentioned in [20], these additional criteria can con-
trol the resampling algorithm in two different ways, which are
described in the following. In addition, a third algorithm com-
bining the two control modes is proposed. Last but not least, we
propose a method how the sampling need based on the current
sample standard deviation and seth can be used as an indepen-
dent resampling criterion and can be combined with any other
resampling criterion.

3.2.1. Threshold control
The threshold seth can be modified dynamically during the

optimization runtime based on an additional criterion p ∈ [0, 1].
Typically, a higher objective accuracy is needed towards the end
of the algorithm runtime, as suggested in [20, 21]. Therefore,
seth should be reduced when the additional criteria indicate a
higher accuracy need, as in Equation 5, where a > 0 is a pa-
rameter to control the speed of the decrease.

seth(p) = (1 − p)a(semax
th − semin

th ) + semin
th . (5)
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In order to avoid the expensive lower bound of 2 samples
per solution for SEDR, we do not perform additional resam-
pling for solutions with low resampling need. In Formula 6
we obtain a discrete number of samples from p, where bmin and
bmax denote the minimum and maximum number of samples for
an individual solution.

min {bmax, bp(bmax − bmin + 1)c + bmin} . (6)

If this formula indicates 1 sample only then no additional sam-
ples are drawn from the solution. Otherwise the SEDR sam-
pling allocation is done regularly according to the adapted seth(p).

3.2.2. Controlling the max. and min. sampling budget
In this algorithm variant seth is kept constant, but bmax(p)

and bmin(p) are controlled according to Equations 7 and 8 and
the additional resampling criterion p.

bmax(p) = min {bmax, bpa(bmax − bmin + 1)c + bmin} . (7)

bmin(p) = min {bmin, bpa(bmin)c + 1} . (8)

3.2.3. Controlling threshold and max./min. sampling budget
The approaches in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 can be com-

bined. This means that seth(p), bmax(p), and bmin(p) all are
adapted during the optimization runtime. seth(p) is adapted as
in Section 3.2.1 with an arbitrary resampling criterion p, and
bmax(p), and bmin(p) as in Section 3.2.2 according to the elapsed
optimization runtime as resampling criterion. We propose to
choose different resampling criteria to control the threshold on
the one hand and the sampling bounds on the other hand in or-
der to avoid high fluctuations of the sampling allocation. The
choice of Time-based resampling for controlling the sampling
bounds allows a clear analysis of the algorithm behavior.

3.2.4. Standard Error as independent resampling criterion
In order to combine the sampling allocation of MO-SEDR

with another resampling criterion C, a concrete and tangible
sampling allocation can be calculated, given in Equation 9, based
on the SEDR sampling allocation condition in Equation 2.

ni(s) =


(
σn(Fi(s))
seth(C)

)2 . (9)

If the resampling is performed as a one-shot sampling al-
location the MO-SEDR sampling allocation xS EDR

s would be
calculated as in Equation 10 and combined with the alloca-
tion xS EDR

s of resampling criterion C as in Equation 11. As
explained in Section 2.2.2, the performance of SEDR as one-
shot allocation is inferior. Therefore, only a fixed number of
samples should be added at a time, followed by a recalculation
of xS EDR

s and xC−S EDR
s . This procedure is stopped as soon as

enough samples have been obtained according to Equation 11.

xS EDR
s = min

{
1,

nmax(s)
bmax

}
, nmax(s) = max

i
{ni(s)}. (10)

xC−S EDR
s = min

{
xC

s , x
S EDR
s

}
. (11)

4. Hybrid MO-SEDR

Similar to the hybrid DR algorithms proposed in [21], MO-
SEDR can be combined with other resampling criteria, as pro-
posed in Section 3.2. The standard version of MO-SEDR has a
fixed threshold seth and fixed bmin and bmax values. Like Rank-
based Dynamic Resampling [21], this algorithm does not show
a good optimization performance on R-NSGA-II, since it al-
locates too many samples in the beginning of the optimization
run. To avoid this, we propose hybrid SEDR algorithms which
allocate samples both based on the noise level of a solution s,
and on another criterion p ∈ [0, 1], or on multiple other criteria.
The parameters seth, bmin, or bmax can be controlled by p, or, in
the case of resampling criteria like Pareto-rank or distance to a
reference point, the control is also done based on the solution s
itself. Different Hybrid Multi-objective SEDR variants can be
defined, as described in the following sections.

4.1. Standard Error Time-based DR

The SEDR threshold seth(p), or the min./max. number of
samples bmax(p) and bmin(p), or both, are controlled by the elapsed
optimization time.

4.2. Standard Error Rank-Time-based DR

The SEDR parameters seth(s, p), or bmax(s, p), bmin(s, p) are
controlled both by the Pareto-rank of a solution s and the elapsed
optimization time, according to the sampling allocation of the
RankMaxN-Time-based DR algorithm [21]. For smaller N, the
rank-based sampling allocation is quite restrictive. Many so-
lutions will only be assigned a sampling need of 0.25 or 0.5.
Since the rank-based allocation should be used together with a
time-based allocation [22], we accelerate the time-based part of
the allocation by choosing a value a < 1 for the acceleration pa-
rameter a, in order to facilitate the allocation of higher number
of samples.

4.3. Standard Error Distance-based DR

In Standard Error Distance-based Dynamic Resampling, or
SE-DDR, seth(s, p), or bmax(s, p), bmin(s, p) are adapted accord-
ing to a solution’s distance to a reference point, as in the Distance-
based Dynamic Resampling (DDR) algorithm [21]. As men-
tioned above, DDR also considers population progress and elapsed
optimization time as sampling criteria.

4.4. Standard Error Distance-Rank-based DR

Standard Error Distance-Rank-based Dynamic Resampling,
which we call SEDR2, uses the allocation of the Distance-Rank-
based Dynamic Resampling algorithm (DR2) [21] to control
seth(s, p) or bmax(s, p), bmin(s, p), thereby combining five re-
sampling criteria: Standard error and Pareto-rank of a solution,
distance and progress towards a R-NSGA-II reference point,
and the elapsed optimization time.
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5. Benchmark functions and noise landscape

Variance-based Dynamic Resampling algorithms have an
advantage over resampling algorithms not considering objec-
tive variance if they are used in the optimization of functions
with variable noise. This function property is called Noise Land-
scape [11]. An example scenario with varying noise strength is
a production line which is optimized according to buffer capac-
ity and throughput [22]. For configurations with rather small
buffer sizes the simulated system throughput varies more than
for a production line generously equipped with big buffers.

In this paper, we evaluate the variance-based DR algorithms
on three different variants of the ZDT4 benchmark function
from the ZDT benchmark problem suite [27]. In the original
version the function output of this functions is deterministic. In
order to create noisy variants, we add a variable noise landscape
on the output values. We use relative noise, i.e. the general
noise level is given in percent of the objective ranges. We de-
signed the noise landscapes to change the noise level depending
on the quality of the solutions. In other words, a solution with
objective values closer to the Pareto-front than other solutions
will have a different noise level. The ZDT functions have a
component which controls this distance. It is called g-function,
and we use its normalized value in Equation 12 to control the
noise level.

l(s) = (g(s) − 1)/(gmax(s) − 1). (12)

We define three noise landscapes which can be used on all
ZDT benchmark functions. A noise landscape with logistic
growth [26] for the ZDT functions can be created as in Equa-
tion 13. A graph of the logistic noise level function is shown
in Figure 2. Close to the Pareto-front the noise level is defined
at the minimum Lmin. Around the threshold g(s) ≈ θ, the noise
level rises quickly following a logistic function to the maximum
noise level.

Llog(s) =
1 − Lmin

(1 + e−100(l(s)−θ))0.5 + Lmin. (13)
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Figure 2: Logistic variable noise level Llog(s) based on the g-function in the
ZDT benchmark problem suite. The parameters are set to θ = 0.2 and Lmin =

0.05.

The variable noise landscape is then created by multiplying
the original fixed standard deviation of the objective functions,
σ1, σ2, with the variable noise level L, as in Equation 14.

(
N(0, σv

1(s))
N(0, σv

2(s))

)
=

(
N(0, L(s)σ1)
N(0, L(s)σ2)

)
(14)

This logistic noise landscape was created in order to chal-
lenge the resampling algorithms which use the distance to a ref-
erence point as resampling criterion. On a flat noise landscape,
those resampling algorithms showed the best performance of all
algorithms [22]. Variance-based algorithms can detect the drop
in noise level close to the reference point R and thereby save
resampling budget. Therefore, they have more budget available
to explore the objective space close to R and can find better
solutions than distance-based DR algorithms.
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Figure 3: Trigonometrical variable noise level Ltrig(s) based on the g-function
in the ZDT benchmark problem suite. The parameters are set to N = 10, a = 3,
φ = π/2, and Lmin = 0.05.

We create a trigonometric noise landscape for the ZDT func-
tions in Equation 15. Its graph is displayed in Figure 3. The
challenge of this landscape are its many hills and valleys, simi-
lar to the Cosinusoidal noise landscape in [11]. N ∈ N allows to
specify the number of peaks, while a ≥ 1 influences the width
of the peaks. By changing the phase offset φ, a low or high
noise level can be set at the Pareto-front.

Ltrig = −(1 − Lmin)|sin(Nπl − φ)|a + 1. (15)

A trigonometric noise landscape which features a low-noise
area close to the Pareto-front is defined in Equation 16. This
delayed trigonometric noise landscape for the ZDT functions
features the properties and challenges of both the logistic and
the trigonometric landscapes (Figures 2 and 3). Its graph is
displayed in Figure 4. N ∈ N allows to specify the number
of peaks, while a ≥ 1 influences the width of the peaks. The
parameter b defines the size of the low-noise area close to the
Pareto-front.

Ltrig = −(1 − Lmin)|sin(Nπlb − φ)|a + 1. (16)

6. Numerical Experiments

In this section the described resampling techniques in com-
bination with R-NSGA-II are evaluated on benchmark func-
tions with different noise landscapes. To facilitate comparison,
the experiments are grouped in experiments where no prefer-
ence information is used for resampling and experiments where
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Figure 4: Delayed trigonometrical variable noise level Ltrig(s) based on the
g-function in the ZDT benchmark problem suite. The parameters are set to
N = 10, a = 3, b = 2, φ = π/2, and Lmin = 0.05.

the resampling algorithm uses information about the distance to
a reference point R defined for R-NSGA-II. The reference point
is chosen to be infeasible in all experiments. The definition
of an infeasible reference point is that it is not on the Pareto-
front and no solution can be found that dominates it [17]. This
case of pessimistic reference points is not considered in this
article. We refer to the feature of R-NSGA-II that allows the
interactive adaption of a pessimistic reference point, that has
been identified as a feasible one during the optimization pro-
cess, and to move it forward to turn it into an infeasible point.
A Distance-based Dynamic Resampling algorithm for feasible
reference points has been proposed in [20]. Future work will
cover a detailed evaluation of Dynamic Resampling algorithms
for feasible reference points.

6.1. Problem settings

For the ZDT1 and ZDT1-H functions the relative added
noise (20%) is (N(0, 0.2),N(0, 2)) (considering the relevant ob-
jective ranges of [0, 1]× [0, 10]). For the ZDT4 function the rel-
ative added noise (20%) is (N(0, 0.2),N(0, 20)), as the relevant
objective ranges are [0, 1] × [0, 100]). In the following, these
problems are called ZDT1-20%, ZDT1-H-20%, and ZDT4-20%.

The threshold offset θ of the logistic variable noise land-
scape is set to θ = 0.15 for the ZDT1 and ZDT1-H functions,
and to θ = 0.2 for the ZDT4 function. The phase offset φ of the
trigonometric function is set to φ = π/2, the number of peaks to
N = 10, and the peak-width parameter a to 3, for all functions.
The minimum noise level is set to Lmin = 0.05.

6.2. Algorithm parameters

The limited simulation budget is chosen as 20,000 solution
replications. R-NSGA-II is run with a crossover rate pc =

0.8, SBX crossover operator with ηc = 2, Mutation probabil-
ity pm = 0.07 and Polynomial Mutation operator with ηm = 5.
The Epsilon clustering parameter is chosen as ε = 0.001. The
reference point is chosen as R = (0.05, 0.5) is used which is
close to the Ideal Point (0, 0). For all resampling algorithms
the minimum budget to be allocated is bmin = 1 and the max-
imum budget is bmax = 15. Static Resampling is run in con-
figurations with bs ∈ [1, 5]. Time-based Resampling uses uses

a linear allocation, a = 1. Rank-Time-based Resampling is
run as RankMax5-based Dynamic Resampling and uses linear
allocation for both the rank-based (b = 1) and time-based cri-
teria (a = 1). Rank-Time-based Resampling uses the minimum
of the Pareto-rank-based allocation and the time-based alloca-
tion: xRT

s = min{xT
s , x

R
s }. Progress-based Dynamic Resampling

is done with the average progress P of the last n = 3 popu-
lations. Distance-Progress-Time-based Dynamic Resampling
DDR uses delayed (a = 2) distance-based allocation. Distance-
Rank-based Dynamic Resampling DR2 uses the same parame-
ters as the underlying resampling algorithms.

The SEDR threshold is set to seth(s) = 20. If it is adapted
during the optimization runtime it can vary between seth(s, p) ∈
[10, 20]. The upper bound 20 is chosen as a rule of thumb as
the same value as the maximum standard deviation of the objec-
tive noise. For the variance-based hybrid Dynamic Resampling
algorithms which use the Pareto-rank as one of the resampling
criteria, i.e., SE-RT-DR, SE-DDR, and SEDR2, we accelerate
the allocation by choosing the time-based acceleration parame-
ter a = 0.5, in order to facilitate higher resampling rates in the
beginning of the optimization run.

6.3. Performance Measurement

All experiments performed in this study are replicated 10
times and mean performance metric values are calculated. Ad-
ditional 25 samples are added to the final population to allow
confident implementation decisions. The Focused Hypervol-
ume performance measure which is described in the following
is used to quantify the performance comparison between differ-
ent DR algorithms. For the figures where the performance mea-
surement has been performed over time during the optimization
run, an interpolation of the metric values is done, on intervals
of 100 function evaluations.

6.3.1. Focused Hypervolume F-HV
To measure and compare the results of the different resam-

pling algorithms together with R-NSGA-II the Focused Hyper-
volume performance metric for ε-dominance based EMOs (F-
HV) is used [21, 22]. Figure 5 shows the points in the objective
space which define the F-HV measurement. F-HV applies a
cylinder filter along an axis from R perpendicular to the Pareto-
front. All solutions with objective vectors within this cylinder
are passed on to the regular hypervolume measurement. The
cylinder filter is used because in a situation when the Pareto-
front has a skewed shape applying the standard hypervolume
would value the solutions on one side of R more than on the
other side of the Pareto-front. Such a situation is illustrated
in Figure 6. The cylinder has a radius based on ε and the
population size of R-NSGA-II. F-HV requires four points to
be specified: A reference point R, a direction point D, and a
hypervolume reference point and base point HV-R and HV-
B. The F-HV parameters used for the benchmark function in
this paper are listed in Table 1. Due to the high noise levels
of the used benchmark functions and the limited sampling bud-
get, the cylinder radius r is increased to r = c |P|2 ε, c ≥ 1. An
increased value of c = 2 is used. Other performance metrics
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der filter of radius r. Solution s is only passed on to the regular hypervolume
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Figure 6: Hypervolume (HV) vs. Focused Hypervolume (F-HV) performance
measures. In this example, the Pareto-front is flat in relation to the whole objec-
tive space [0,1]x[0,10]. If the HV-R point is put close to R the non-dominated
points to the left side of R will have a higher influence on the HV value. There-
fore, F-HV applies a cylinder filter with radius r = c |P|2 ε, before the non-
domination sorting is done. This ensures a more equal influence of the points
on both sides of R on the Pareto-front.

for Preference-based EMO algorithms were created by [18] and
[7].

6.3.2. Performance metrics based on F-HV metric
Other performance metrics based on the F-HV metric have

been proposed in [22]. They are called F-IGD, F-RC, and F-
Div. The Focused Inverted Generational Distance F-IGD works
as the IGD metric [5], but the reference Pareto-front is filtered
by the F-HV cylinder. The same applies for the Focused Refer-
ence Point Convergence, F-RC, which uses the reference point
convergence [20] to assess the convergence of the solutions re-

Table 1: F-HV configuration. Cylinder radius r = 2 |P|/2ε = 0.05.

R HV-R HV-B D r
ZDT4 0.05, 0.5 0.1, 20 0, 0 0.1, 20 0.05

maining after the F-HV cylinder filter operation. The F-Div
metric measures the diversity of the solutions inside of the F-
HV cylinder. This is achieved by using a modified version of
the Crowding Distance by [6]. Measurement values for these
metrics will be included in the final version of the paper, or the
appendix.

6.4. Experiment results
6.4.1. Comparison of MO-SEDR sampling control methods

In Figure 7 we present a comparison of the F-HV perfor-
mance of the different methods to control the SEDR algorithm
by other resampling criteria (cf. Section 3.2). The experi-
ment was done on the ZDT4-20% function with the logistic
noise landscape and the hybrid SE-DDR algorithm. The re-
sults show that SEDR with constant threshold (here it was set
to seth(s, p) = 15) performs worst, as expected. Then follows
SEDR with threshold control seth(s, p) ∈ [10, 20]. The variant
with constant threshold and control of the maximum samples
bmax ∈ [1, 15] gives an additional advantage. Using SEDR as
independent criterion was promising, but best was the perfor-
mance of the simultaneous control of threshold and maximum
samples by xDDR

s . Therefore, we use this control method for all
other numerical experiments in this article.

Figure 7: F-HV performance of different SEDR control methods.

6.4.2. Hybrid MO-SEDR results
In Figure 8 the attainment surface is shown for Time-based

Dyanmic Resampling algorithm and the hybrid SE-Time-based
DR algorithm for the logistic noise landscape. The results show
a clear advantage for the SEDR hybrid resampling algorithm.
The reason for this advantage is that SE-Time-based DR is able
to save function evaluations due to the detection of the low
noise level close to the reference point R. This can be seen
in Figures 10 and 11. With SE-Time-based DR, R-NSGA-II
has around 5,000 more function evaluations at its disposal to
explore the low-noise objective space close to R. The average
number of samples per solution is displayed in Figure 12. SE-
Time-based DR uses fewer samples throughout the optimiza-
tion runtime. This gives us a proof of concept for MO-SEDR.
The F-HV measurements in Figure 9 confirm this finding. All
F-HV measurement values are listed in Table 2, at the end of
the results section. The low number of assigned samples in SE-
Time-based DR makes us want to compare it with simple Static
Resampling algorithms on R-NSGA-II. Their F-HV results are
also given in Table 2. It shows that some Static Resampling al-
gorithms perform better than SE-Time-based DR. However, all
SE-RT-DR, SE-DDR, and SEDR2 perform better than all Static
Resampling algorithms.

The same observations can be made for the trigonometric
noise landscape and the delayed trigonometric noise landscape.
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The results on benchmark functions with a delayed trigonomet-
ric noise landscape are similar to those of the logistic noise
landscape (Table 2). Due to the higher average noise level of
the benchmark function with trigonometric noise landscape, the
variance-based resampling criterion is less beneficial. However,
we found the variance-based DR algorithms to be better than
their non-variance-based counterparts, and the Static Resam-
pling algorithms.

Figure 8: Attainment surface on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape -
Comparison of Time-based Dynamic Resampling and the hybrid SEDR variant
controlled by the Time-based resampling criterion, SE-Time-based Dynamic
Resampling. Reference point (0,05, 0,5).

Figure 10 shows the reduction of the Standard Error Thresh-
old by SE-Time-based DR from 20 to 10. In the beginning of
the optimization the threshold could not be reduced under 20
for all solutions since the maximum number of samples still
was too small at that point in time. Time-based DR reduces the
threshold faster due to the increased sampling allocation.

The results for SE-Rank-Time-based Resampling confirm
these results. It is interesting to note that more solutions with
low threshold can be found when the Rank-Time-based resam-
pling criterion is used (cf. Figures 15 and 16). The highest
reduction is achieved for the DDR algorithm, shown in Figure
21. It assigns too many samples are to solutions in the low-
noise region close to R, and thereby suffers a performance loss
compared to SE-DDR (cf. Figure 19. The highest performance
gain is achieved by SEDR2 compared to DR2 (cf. Figure 24).

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a multi-objective extension of the SEDR
algorithm and different methods on how to control it by resam-
pling criteria. We also proposed different hybrid variants of the
MO-SEDR algorithm for general, and preference-based Evo-
lutionary Multi-objective Optimization. The algorithms have
been evaluated together with the R-NSGA-II algorithm on a
new set of multi-objective benchmark functions with variable

Figure 9: F-HV performance of SE-Time-based DR compared to Time-based
DR on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 10: Maximum Standard Error development over time for an SE-Time-
based DR experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 11: Maximum Standard Error development over time for a Time-based
DR experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 12: Average number of samples development over time on the ZDT4-
20% with logistic noise landscape - Comparison of Time-based Dynamic Re-
sampling and the hybrid SEDR variant controlled by the Time-based resam-
pling criterion, SE-Time-based DR. Reference point (0.05, 0,5).

Figure 13: Attainment surface on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape -
Comparison of Rank-Time-based Dynamic Resampling and the hybrid SEDR
variant controlled by the Rank and Time-based resampling criteria, SE-Rank-
Time-based Dynamic Resampling. Reference point (0,05, 0,5).

Figure 14: F-HV performance of SE-Rank-Time-based DR compared to Rank-
Time-based DR on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.
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Figure 15: Maximum Standard Error development over time for an SE-Rank-
Time-based DR experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 16: Maximum Standard Error development over time for a Rank-Time-
based DR experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 17: Average number of samples development over time on the ZDT4-
20% with logistic noise landscape - Comparison of Rank-Time-based Dynamic
Resampling and the hybrid SEDR variant controlled by the Rank and Time-
based resampling criteria, SE-Rank-Time-based DR. Reference point (0.05,
0,5).

Figure 18: Attainment surface on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape
- Comparison of Distance-based Dynamic Resampling and the hybrid SEDR
variant controlled by the Distance-based resampling criterion, SE-DDR. Refer-
ence point (0,05, 0,5).

Figure 19: F-HV performance of SE-Distance-based DR compared to DDR on
ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 20: Maximum Standard Error development over time for an SE-
Distance-based DR (SE-DDR) experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise
landscape.

Figure 21: Maximum Standard Error development over time for a Distance-
based DR (DDR) experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 22: Average number of samples development over time on the ZDT4-
20% with logistic noise landscape - Comparison of Distance-based Dynamic
Resampling and the hybrid SEDR variant controlled by the Distance-based re-
sampling criterion, SE-DDR. Reference point (0.05, 0,5).

Figure 23: Attainment surface on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape
- Comparison of Distance-Rank-based Dynamic Resampling and the hybrid
SEDR variant controlled by the Distance and Rank-based resampling criteria,
SEDR2. Reference point (0,05, 0,5).

Figure 24: F-HV performance of SE-Rank-Distance-based DR (SEDR2) com-
pared to DR2 on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.
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Figure 25: Maximum Standard Error development over time for an SE-Rank-
Distance-based DR (SEDR2) experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise
landscape.

Figure 26: Maximum Standard Error development over time for a Distance-
Rank-based DR (DR2) experiment on ZDT4-20% with logistic noise landscape.

Figure 27: Average number of samples development over time on the ZDT4-
20% with logistic noise landscape - Comparison of Distance-Rank-based Dy-
namic Resampling and the hybrid SEDR variant controlled by the Distance and
Rank-based resampling criteria, SEDR2. Reference point (0.05, 0,5).
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Figure 28: F-HV performance results for different variants of the ZDT4 func-
tion with different noise landscapes.

Table 2: F-HV results of Dynamic Resampling algorithms on R-NSGA-II on
the benchmark problems with base noise level 20% and different noise land-
scapes. ZDT4 is optimized with 20,000 function evaluations. The measurement
is done on the non-dominated front of the last generation, without archive, after
applying 25 final samples on the result population.

F-HV Logistic Trig. Delayed Trigon.
ZDT4 Benchmark function

Static1 0.2010 0.2951 0.3430
Static2 0.6694 0.7192 0.3720
Static3 0.6179 0.6707 0.5019
Static4 0.4958 0.4592 0.5785
Static5 0.6062 0.4373 0.0000
Time 1-15 0.2272 0.6402 0.2778
SE-Time 1-15 0.5566 0.6424 0.6284
RT 1-15 0.6095 0.7113 0.0000
SE-RT-DR 1-15 0.7686 0.8591 0.7112
DDR 1-15 0.6025 0.5449 0.7242
SE-DDR 1-15 0.7943 0.7728 0.7301
DR2 1-15 0.5023 0.7623 0.5537
SEDR2 1-15 0.7353 0.8417 0.6250

noise landscape, based on the ZDT benchmark problem suite.
The results of our study show that using different ways to con-
trol the level of sampling allocation in multi-objective SEDR
can show a different optimization performance. Controlling the
threshold and the maximum number of samples at the same
time provided the best results. We showed that, for R-NSGA-II
optimization on problems with a low noise level close to the ref-
erence point, the variance-based MO-SEDR algorithms show a
better performance than the resampling algorithms which do
not consider objective variance, and a better performance than
Static Resampling algorithms. For trigonometric noise land-
scapes, the variance-based Dynamic Resampling algorithms also
showed a performance advantage.

For future work we have the following ideas:

• Evaluate the proposed variance-based resampling algo-
rithms on more benchmark functions with different com-
plexity from the ZDT benchmark problem suite, and on
academic simulation optimization problems, with vari-
able noise landscapes.

• Perform a study on test problems with different noise lev-
els in order to see how the algorithm behaves under dif-
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ferent noise conditions. In particular, the relationship be-
tween the objective noise level of the problem and the
total simulation budget and maximum allowed number
of samples shall be investigated.

• For extended analysis of resampling algorithms consid-
ering distance to a reference point, future work will cover
the evaluation of Dynamic Resampling algorithms for op-
timization scenarios with feasible reference points.
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